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The functional equation
y1 w xF F x q F y y F x F y z .  .  .  .
y1 w xs F F xz q F yP x , z y F xz F yP x , z .  .  .  . .  .
obtained by Aczel, Luce, and Maksa in measuring utility is used here to illustrateÂ
an application of a uniqueness theorem. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xMotivated by measuring utility of gains, Aczel et al. 1, 2 came acrossÂ
the functional equation
y1F F x q F y y F x F y z .  .  .  .
y1s F F xz q F yP x , z y F xz F yP x , z , 1 .  .  .  .  . .  .
w w wF : 0, 1 ª 0, 1 a strictly increasing bijection,
w w x w xP : 0, 1 = 0, 1 ª 0, 1 .
w x y1It was solved in 1 under the assumption that F and F are differen-
x wtiable on 0, 1 .
The aim of this paper is to illustrate an application of a uniqueness
 .theorem and of a regularity condition theorem. It leads to solving 1
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under the assumption that P is differentiable in its second variable on
x w0, 1 .
w xTHEOREM 1 3, 4 . Let X and Y be real inter¨ als, let T : X = Y ª R be
continuous, and consider the functional equation
f x q g y s h T x , y , x g X , y g Y , .  .  . .
2 .
f : X ª R, g : Y ª R, h: T X = Y ª R. .
 .  .Uniqueness: If 2 has a solution f , g , h with continuous, noncon-0 0 0
stant f and g , then0 0
f s a f q b , g s a g q g , h s a h q b q g , 3 .0 0 0
 .where a , b , g are arbitrary constants, gi¨ e the general solutions f , g, h with
continuous f and g.
 .Regularity: If f , g, h is a solution and f and g are locally bounded and
nonconstant, then f and g are necessarily continuous.
2. THE APPLICATION
 .We proceed to solve 1 under the assumption that P is differentiable in
x wits second variable on 0, 1 . By introducing
w wG x [ 1 y F x , x g 0, 1 , 4 .  .  .
 .we rewrite 1 as
y1 y1G G x G y z s G G xz G yP x , z , .  .  .  . .
5 .w w w xx , y g 0, 1 , z g 0, 1 .
 .  . w xThe following results, 6 ] 10 , were reported in 1 }all without the
assumption that F and Fy1 are differentiable:
w w x xG is strictly decreasing, mapping 0, 1 onto 0, 1 ; 6 .
w w w wG z s G xz G P x , z , x g 0, 1 , z g 0, 1 ; 7 .  .  .  . .
w w w xP x , zw s P x , z P xz , w , x g 0, 1 , z , w g 0, 1 ; 8 .  .  .  .
P has the representation
x w x xP x , z s g x rg xz , x g 0, 1 , z g 0, 1 , .  .  . 9 .
x w x wwhere g 0, 1 ª 0, ` is a continuous decreasing bijection;
w w xP is continuous on its domain 0, 1 = 0, 1 ; P x , 0 s 0, .
10 .w w w xfor all x g 0, 1 ; and P 0, z s z for all z g 0, 1 . .
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 .  .We now direct our attention to 7 , which was obtained from 5 by
 . x w x w  .letting y tend to 1. Since 0 - G xz - 1 for x g 0, 1 , z g 0, 1 , 7
 .   ..implies G z - G P x, z . As G is strictly decreasing we get
x w x wP x , z - z , x g 0, 1 , z g 0, 1 . 11 .  .
w w x x w xLet Q: 0, 1 = 0, 1 ª 0, 1 be defined by
w w x xP x , z s zQ x , z , x g 0, 1 , z g 0, 1 . 12 .  .  .
 .Hence property 11 yields
x w x w0 - Q x , z - 1, x g 0, 1 , z g 0, 1 . 13 .  .
x w x wDefine q: 0, 1 ª 0, ` by
q x [ xg x ; 14 .  .  .
 .  .we get from 6 ] 10 that
w w x wG z s G xz G zQ x , z , x g 0, 1 , z g 0, 1 , 15 .  .  .  . .
w w x xQ x , zw s Q x , z Q xz , w , x g 0, 1 , z , w g 0, 1 , 16 .  .  .  .
Q has the representation
x w x xQ x , z s q x rq xz , x g 0, 1 , z g 0, 1 , .  .  . 17 .
x w xwhere q : 0, 1 ª 0, ` is continuous and q 1 y s 0, .
w w x xQ is continuous on its domain 0, 1 = 0, 1 ; and
18 .x xQ 0, z s 1 for all z g 0, 1 . .
 .  .  .  .In view of 13 , we can replace x in 15 by Q x, z to get G z s
  . .    . ..  .G Q x, z z G zQ Q x, z , z . Comparing this with 15 , and bearing in
mind that G is injective, we get that Q is idempotent in its first variable:
x w x wQ Q x , z , z s x , x g 0, 1 , z g 0, 1 . 19 .  . .
 .Being continuous, the idempotent Q ?, z is necessarily a homeomorphism
x w x w  .  .  .mapping 0, 1 onto 0, 1 . In view of 6 and 15 , Q ?, z is decreasing.
x wThus, for each z g 0, 1 ,
x wQ ?, z is a self-inverting decreasing homeomorphism on 0, 1 . 20 .  .
 .  .  .  . x wFrom 13 and 17 we infer that 0 - q x rq xz - 1 for all x, z g 0, 1 .
 .  .  .Since q values are positive, we get q x - q xz , proving that in 17
x w x wq [ 0, 1 ª 0, ` is strictly decreasing. 21 .
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From this point onward, we assume that P is differentiable in its second
x wvariable on 0, 1 . This is equivalent to Q being differentiable in its sec-
x w  .ond variable on 0, 1 . In view of 17 , q is therefore differentiable. The
differentiability of q in turn implies that P and Q are differentiable in
x w x wboth variables on 0, 1 = 0, 1 .
x w  .For fixed z g 0, 1 , we differentiate Q x, z with respect to the first
 . Xvariable using the representation 17 and obtain its derivative Q :1
q9 x q x .  .
XQ x , z s y q9 xz z .  .1 2q xz q xz .  .
y1 q x .
s E x y E xz , 22 .  .  .
x q xz .
where
q9 x . x wE x [ yx , x g 0, 1 . 23 .  .
q x .
 . X  .  .  .In light of 20 , Q x, z is strictly negative and so 22 implies E x y1
 . x w  .E xz ) 0 for all x, z g 0, 1 . Thus E is strictly increasing. From 21 and
 .  . x w23 we see that E x G 0 on 0, 1 . This, along with the fact that E is
 . x wstrictly increasing, implies E x ) 0 on 0, 1 . To summarize, we have
observed that
x wE is strictly increasing and E x ) 0 on 0, 1 . 24 .  .
 .  .We rewrite 19 using representation 17 :
q x q x .  . x w x wq s xq z , x g 0, 1 , z g 0, 1 . 25 . /  /q xz q xz .  .
Taking the logarithm and then differentiating with respect to z, we ar-
rive at
q x q x .  .
E E xz s E z E xz q 1 . 26 4 .  .  . /  /q xz q xz .  .
 .  .  .Replacing x by Q x, z in 26 while using the idempotence 19 of
 .  .  .Q x, z s q x rq xz we get
q x q x .  .
E x E z s E zx E z q 1 . .  .  5 /  /q xz q xz .  .
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Taking the logarithm we get
q x .
log E x y log E xz s log 1 q 1 E z . 27 .  .  . / /q xz .
This functional equation can be solved by using Theorem 1 in the follow-
x wing setting: temporarily fix a point c g 0, 1 and let
y q x .x w x wXs c, 1 , Y s 0, c , T x , y s . 28 .  .
x q y .
 .Restricting x in 27 to the interval X, and y [ xz to the interval Y, we
 .  .see that 27 is of the form 2 with
f s log E, g s ylog E, h t s log 1 q 1rE t 29 .  .  . .
as a solution. E being strictly increasing and positive, f and g are locally
bounded and nonconstant on X and Y, respectively. Hence by the regular-
ity statement in Theorem 1 they are continuous. On the other hand,
q x q y .  .
f x [ log , g y [ ylog , h t [ log t .  .  .  .0 0 0 /  /x y
30 .
is another nonconstant continuous solution. The uniqueness statement in
Theorem 1 yields the following relations:
q x . x wlog E x s a log q b on Xs c, 1 , 31 .  . /x
q y . x wylog E y s ya log q g on Ys 0, c , 32 .  . /y
1
log 1 q s a log t q b q g on T X = Y , 33 .  .  . /E t .
 .where a , b , g are constants. It is apparent that, in 31 , a , b do not
x w  .depend on the arbitrarily fixed c g 0, 1 and so 31 extends to the full
x w0, 1 :
q x . x wlog E x s a log q b on 0, 1 . 34 .  . /x
 .  .  .Comparing 34 with 32 we get g s yb. Putting this in 33 we get
log 1 q 1rE t s a log t on T X = Y . 35 .  .  .  . .
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 .   .  . < x w x w4Since T X = Y s yq x rxq y x g c, 1 , y g 0, c is a connected subset
x w  .  .  .  .of 0, 1 , and since yq x rxq y tends to 0 as x tends to 1, and yq x rxq y
 . x wtends to 1 as x and y both tend to c, we see that T X = Y s 0, 1 .
 .Further, as E is strictly increasing, a in 35 must be negative, say
a s yb, b ) 0. 36 .
 .Hence 35 determines E:
t b
x wE t s , tg 0, 1 . 37 .  .b1 y t
 .  .Putting 37 into 34 we determine q:
1rbb x wq x s c 1 y x , xg 0, 1 , 38 .  .  .
where c s e br b is a positive constant. It is straightforward to verify that q
 .  .  .given by 38 indeed satisfies 25 . Further, with 38 , we determine P and
 .  .Q through 17 and 12 :
1rb 1rbb b b b1 y x z y x z
Q x , z s , P x , z s , 39 .  .  .b b b b /  /1 y x z 1 y x z
x w x x  .  .first on 0, 1 = 0, 1 , and subsequently on their full domains by 18 , 10 ,
and the convention 0 b s 0.
 .Direct checking shows that when we normalize q in 38 by setting
c s 1, and extend its domain by continuity and the convention 0 b s 0, the
function
1rbb w wq x [ 1 y x , x g 0, 1 , 40 .  .  .0
 .  .   ..  .satisfies q z s q xz q P x, z . Comparing this with 7 we conclude0 0 0
that Gqy1 is multiplicative. Hence G is a positive power of q , i.e.,0 0
ab w wG x s 1 y x , x g 0, 1 , 41 .  .  .
 .  .where a is a positive constant. Putting 41 into 4 we get
ab w wF x s 1 y 1 y x , x g 0, 1 . 42 .  .  .
 .  .  .The fact that F and P given by 39 and 42 indeed satisfy 1 has been
w xconfirmed in 1 .
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Summary
 .  .  .We have shown that 39 and 42 give the general solution of 1 under
the assumption that P is differentiable in its second variable. In the
 .process, we avoid having to differentiate F or G by first treating 25 .
 .While solving 25 , we have demonstrated the use of uniqueness and
regularity condition theorems.
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